Case Report:

Gardner’s syndrome presenting as duodenal carcinoma in a young male
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ABSTRACT

Gardner’s syndrome (GS) is a variant of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) and presents with both colonic and extra colonic manifestations. It is an autosomal dominant disorder and results from mutations in adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene. Patients with GS if not treated early will invariably develop colonic cancers at a much younger age than those with sporadic colonic carcinoma. These patients also develop other malignant tumours like duodenal cancers, gastric cancer, hepatoblastoma, papillary carcinoma of the thyroid and multifocal cholangiocarcinomas. With early diagnosis and treatment of colonic polyposis, adenocarcinoma of the duodenum has become the leading cause of death in FAP patients. The mean age at which duodenal carcinoma is diagnosed in FAP is 45-52 years. We report the rare occurrence of duodenal carcinoma as the presenting feature of Gardner’s syndrome in a young 25-year-old male with no obvious malignant changes in the colonic adenomas.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1951, Gardner described the occurrence of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) with the extra-colonic manifestations of intestinal polyposis, desmoid tumours, osteomas, and epidermoid cysts and hence the eponym Gardner’s syndrome. Congenital hypertrophy of the retinal pigmented epithelium (CHRPE), dental abnormalities, benign cystic lung tumours and lymphoid hyperplasia of the terminal ileum are the other manifestations of Gardner’s syndrome. It is an autosomal dominant condition caused by a mutation in the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) tumour-suppressor gene. Patients with Gardner’s syndrome if not treated early will invariably develop colonic cancers at a much younger age than those with sporadic colonic carcinoma. Besides colorectal cancers, these patients also develop other malignant tumours like periampullary adenocarcinoma, hepatoblastoma, papillary carcinoma of the thyroid and multifocal cholangiocarcinomas. The location and type of the mutation on the APC gene that determines the phenotypic variations in the presentation of FAP. The number of adenomatous polyps in FAP can range from few hundred to several thousands and the cancer risk increases in proportion to the number of polyps detected at colonoscopy. Early diagnosis of FAP is important to prevent the later complications associated with this syndrome. Here we are presenting a rare case of FAP who presented with adenocarcinoma of distal duodenum and proximal jejunum.

CASE REPORT

A 25-year-old male individual, a lorry cleaner by occupation was admitted to our hospital with four months history of intermittent abdominal cramps, diarrhoea, vomiting and passage of...
blood and mucous in stools. Initially he was treated by a local practitioner and was relieved of his symptoms. As patient had further experienced repeated attacks of pain he got admitted to our hospital for evaluation. On physical examination, the patient was thinly built. Moderate anaemia was evident. His pulse was 87/min and blood pressure was 110/70 mm of mercury. Patient had dolicocephaly with malaligned teeth (Figure 1) and hyperpigmentation of both axillae (Figure 2) and oral mucosal surface. A nevus was seen at the inner canthus of the left eye and multiple sebaceous cysts were seen over the face (Figure 3).

**Figure 1:** Clinical photograph showing malaligned teeth

**Figure 2:** Clinical photograph showing hyperpigmentation of Right (A) and left axilla (B)

**Figure 3:** Clinical photograph showing multiple sebaceous cysts on the face
was a palpable mass in the left hypochondrium which was firm to hard in consistency. Computed tomography of the (CT) abdomen revealed matted small bowel loops forming a mass measuring 7 x 7 cm in the left hypochondriac region. Radiograph of the skull revealed osteomas in the frontal bone. Fundus examination did not reveal CHRPE. CT brain revealed a ventricular cyst. Upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy revealed multiple polyps extending from gastro-oesophageal junction to duodenum. Colonoscopy revealed multiple polyps, few hundreds in number extending from rectum to ascending colon. On histo-pathological examination of biopsy specimen both colonic and gastric polyps were found to be adenomatous polyps (Figure 4). Exploratory laparotomy revealed a mass lesion involving fourth part of the duodenum, proximal jejunum which was fixed to the pancreas and encasing aorta, superior mesenteric artery and vein (Figure 5). Regional lymphadenopathy and multiple liver metastases were evident. Fine needle aspiration cytology (FNAC) smears from the lymph nodes and liver metastasis confirmed the presence of adenocarcinoma (Figure 6). The final diagnosis was Gardner’s syndrome with duodenal adenocarcinoma stage IV.

**DISCUSSION**

Gardner’s syndrome is an uncommon variant of FAP with uniform worldwide distribution involving one in 8000-14000 live births. It equally affects both genders. Most patients manifest clinical symptoms by the age of 20 years and if not recognized early they invariably develop colonic cancer by the age of 40 years. Emphasis on family history and attention to extra-colonic manifestations of GS will give clues to early diagnosis. Sigmoidoscopy and colonoscopy will add to the diagnosis by demonstrating multiple polyps (varying between 100 to a few thousands) in the rectum and colon. Molecular genetic testing for adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutations will confirm the diagnosis and is most often used in the early diagnosis of at-risk family members. Extra-colonic manifestations of GS vary from person to person. All the extra-colonic manifestations may not be evident in the same individual as the expression of GS is incomplete or partial in many cases.

Our patient had dolicocephaly with bony osteomas in the frontal bone and, malaligned teeth in the upper jaw. Hyperpigmentation of axillae, oral mucosa, nevus in left eye and multiple sebaceous cysts on face were the mucocutaneous manifestations. Both colonoscopy and upper GI endoscopy revealed several hundred sessile polyps which were found to be adenomatous polyps on histopathological examination. On clinical examination, we suspected desmoid tumour in the left hypochondrium as the mass was firm in consistency but CT of the abdomen revealed...
that it was due to matted bowel loops. Exploratory laparotomy revealed an inoperable mass involving the fourth part of duodenum and proximal jejunum with hepatic metastasis (Figure 5). None of the family members (parents, brother and sister) had any clinical evidence suggestive of adenocarcinomatous metastatic deposits (Leishman, \( \times 400 \)) FNAC = fine needle aspiration cytology

The usual treatment advised at diagnosis for FAP with more than 100 adenomatous polyps is surgery considering the malignant potential of this condition. More over 25% of symptomatic patients may have cancer at diagnosis. Treatment options include colectomy with ileorectal anastomosis when there are very few polyps in rectum, restorative proctocolectomy with ileal pouch anal anastomosis (IPAA) and total proctocolectomy with ileostomy. Upper gastrointestinal tract surveillance (oesophagogastrodudenoendoscopy) every 1-3 years is also important in patients with Gardner’s syndrome as they may develop duodenal and gastric carcinomas. In the Heidelberg Polyposis Register, out of 231 cases of FAP monitored with Oesophagogastrodudenoendoscopy only four cases had duodenal cancer.\(^9\) Lifelong follow-up is necessary as these patients are at increased risk for developing thyroid and pancreatic cancers, brain tumours and hepatoblastoma.\(^10\) As our patient had advanced inoperable stage IV duodenal cancer palliative gastrojejunostomy was done to relieve the symptoms. Histopathological examination of the hepatic metastasis revealed adenocarcinoma and the patient is presently on palliative chemotherapy with cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil (5FU) based regimen.

Primary malignant tumours of the duodenum are rare and account for less than 1% of the GI tumours but at the same time they comprise 50% of the small bowel tumours. The most frequent tumour of the duodenum is an adenocarcinoma. The life time risk for small bowel tumours in FAP is 4% to 12% with majority of them being duodenal carcinomas. With early diagnosis and treatment of colonic polyposis, adenocarcinoma of the duodenum has become the leading cause of death in FAP patients. The mean age at which duodenal carcinoma is diagnosed in FAP is 45-52 years.\(^11\) In the present case duodenal carcinoma was the presenting problem of FAP and occurred at an early age of 25 years with no obvious malignant changes in the colonic adenomas.
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